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The Silent KillerYou've probably heard about chronic inflammation, and how dangerous it is.

Throughout the world, millions are suffering from diseases that are caused or made worse by

chronic inflammation, such as atherosclerosis, asthma, multiple sclerosis, Crohn's disease,

and diabetes, among many others.Experts commonly list unhealthy diets, a lack of exercise,

and too much stress as possible causes of chronic inflammation. But what if you eat well,

exercise, avoid stress, and you are still not healthy? What if there is a missing key to reducing

inflammation?A Vitamin That Calms InflammationScientists are slowly realizing that vitamin D

is the crucial missing element in controlling many cases of chronic inflammation. Vitamin D,

which is actually a hormone that is produced when we are exposed to sunlight, has a direct

and calming impact on runaway inflammation. Not surprisingly, a deficiency in vitamin D has

been strongly linked to greater risk of inflammatory diseases.The trouble is, over 70% of the

population is estimated to be deficient in vitamin D. To make the situation worse, many vitamin

D supplements are unreliable, and the FDA's recommended daily intake is inadequate. The

natural way to make vitamin D, by getting exposed to sunshine, is supposedly unhealthy for us.

On top of all this, we are warned that too much vitamin D can actually be toxic.So What Can

You Do?In The Anti-Inflammatory Vitamin, author Kathy Aquino discusses her own experience

of reducing chronic inflammation with vitamin D. She explains everything you need to know

about vitamin D in order to safely and effectively tackle chronic inflammation yourself:what are

the optimal levels of vitamin D in order to reduce inflammation?how can you tell whether you

have optimal vitamin D levels?which vitamin D supplements should you get?how should you

get vitamin D from sunshine, and is it harmful?how can you avoid vitamin D toxicity while

maintaining adequate vitamin D levels?If you are suffering from chronic inflammation, then The

Anti-Inflammatory Vitamin could be the answer you have been looking for.

A Cooking Light Top 100 Cookbook of the Last 25 Years • IACP Award WinnerPraise for Deb

Perelman and The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook“[Deb’s recipes] deliver in a big showstopping

way, which is why she’s my go-to for holiday entertaining.”—Jenny Rosenstrach, author of

Dinner: A Love Story “The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is nothing short of stunning. Deb's

photos are breathtaking, and her collection of recipes—a marvelous combination of familiar/

reassuring and urban/daring—is just glorious. I had no idea how Deb could possibly outdo

what she already does so beautifully on her website, but she has. The bar for cookbooks has

officially been set.”—Ree Drummond, author of The Pioneer Woman Cooks “Deb Perelman is

the no-nonsense girlfriend who tells you what's what in the kitchen. The one who always knows

exactly what you're in the mood for, how to make the best version of it, and, most important,

how to save you from screwing it up. Perelman is a little bossy, and a lot opinionated. But you

adore her for it. She will do right by you when you need that potluck dish, that birthday

cupcake. You'll soak up every word of her confident, amusing writing, you'll be beguiled by her

gorgeous food photography—you'll be smitten, indeed.”—Amanda Hesser, co-founder of

Food52.com and author of The Essential New York Times Cookbook“A joy to read. . . . Prepare

to be seduced.” —Los Angeles Times"[Perelman] is innovative, creative, and effortlessly funny."

—Cooking Light“This is the book that every cook needs in their kitchen. Deb's obsession with

getting it right, and her practical cooking tips garnered from cooking in a modest kitchen,

ensure that anyone will have the same success that her millions of followers, including me,



have come to expect. I want to cook each and every one of these recipes—right now!”—David

Lebovitz, author of The Sweet Life in Paris “I’ve been waiting for this book for a long time. It is a

320-page gem of well-tested, beautifully photographed, wonderfully curated recipes. Part of the

brilliance here is the range of inspiration—weeknight-friendly recipes, treats sure to win hearts

and smiles, and plenty of family-style inspiration for potlucks and get-togethers.”—Heidi

Swanson, author of Super Natural Every Day (and 101cookbooks.com) "Perelman's no-fuss

yet inspiring recipes appeal to people with modest kitchens, little counter space and an affinity

for a no-nonsense approach to good eats. Sound like anyone you know?" —USA Today“Good

news, everyone! The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook has arrived just in time. . . . Given how difficult

it was to find a spare copy of the book, all of our mothers are about to be impressed.” —Boston

Phoenix“As someone who spends way too much time online already, I’m delighted that

Perelman has put her sumptuous recipes into a form that sits nicely on my kitchen counter. . . .

A winner!”—The Saturday Evening Post“Perelman is the queen of food bloggers.”—The

Record “Deb Perelman's collection of recipes is mouth-watering. . . . [She] projects an inviting

warmth and chattiness. She's funny . . . and self-deprecating enough to ease your culinary

insecurities.”—The Christian Science Monitor “If you’re looking for some new spice in your diet

or a quick, yet elegant dish to serve at a dinner party, try out The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook.

The results will be rewarding and impossible to resist.”—Iowa State Daily “Worth the wait.”—

TheBoston Globe “We've been admirers of Deb Perelman and her cooking blog Smitten

Kitchen for years, and are stoked that her simple, elegant recipes and gorgeous photos have

finally made their way into a cookbook. . . . With more than 300 photos taken by Perelman,

chronicling everything from step-by-step how to's to beauty shots of the final dishes, the

finished product looks as good as we're sure the recipes will taste.”—SF Weekly “It’s a lovely

book to hold, to read—and to cook from.”—Montreal Gazette “[Deb] has the matter-of-factness

of Mark Bittman, but the zing and eye for decadence of David Chang. Not to mention, the

whole package looks as sumptuous as the dishes contained therein. . . . All the while, she

writes like a good friend who just happens to be a whiz in the kitchen. Smitten is exactly what

you’ll be by this book.”—The Forward One of “this fall’s best new cookbooks”—TheNational

Post “A solid collection of interesting and useful recipes. . . . Includes lots of great general

cooking knowledge that even veteran home cooks will appreciate.”—BlogHer “This fearless

home cook’s humorous anecdotes and delectable photos make for a food blog-gone-book that

translates beautifully into any kitchen.’”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Two years ago I

started reading (and devouring) the Smitten Kitchen blog. I have since made more than thirty of

her recipes and have been waiting for her forthcoming first cookbook.”—The Paris Review

(blog) “Perelman’s supremely helpful, visually stunning, wittily worded food blog really did

deserve to be named one of 2011’s best blogs. . . . Perelman’s recipes are accessible but not

Betty Crocker plain; this is fun, energized eating. Get it!”—Library Journal “A blog with a

wonderfully homey feel . . . [Perelman’s] creations are . . . mouthwatering.”—Time, a Best Blog

of 2011 “For four years, Deb Perelman has been blogging her cooking pursuits from her tiny

New York City kitchen as a newlywed and then as a new mother. This is the result of hours

spent perfecting her own recipes and interpreting those of the best food publications out there.

Some of the recipes featured can be complicated, but you have Deb’s warm chatter, funny

anecdotes, encyclopedic knowledge of food and cookbooks, cooking, and gorgeous

photography getting you through it. She’s a farmers’ market shopper and hence her blog is

completely seasonal, and archived that way as well. You'll see her tackle the impossible—a

wedding cake—and the very simple, ‘How to Turn a Bucket of Cheap Tomatoes into a Perfect

Pot of Sauce.’ Do we really have to wait until 2012 for the Smitten Kitchen cookbook?”—



Gwyneth Paltrow, on her blog GOOP “Smitten Kitchen reads like a conversation with a witty

friend who can recommend the perfect nosh for any occasion.”—O, The Oprah

Magazine “Warm and encouraging, the photos are pure food porn, and the something-for-

everyone recipes sound sublime.”—Entertainment Weekly“Perelman’s thoughtful prose and

sometimes humorous posts read like an e-mail from your best friend—only with better

photos.”—Better Homes and Gardens “An enthusiastic kitchen amateur chronicles her

adventures, offering a mix of easy recipes, smart and witty commentary, and beautiful

photos.”—Real Simple “One of our favorite cooking blogs . . . We are big fans of Deb Perelman

—the founder, cook, writer, and photographer behind the whole operation—and her gorgeous

food photos, simple recipes, and charming voice.”—Everyday FoodAbout the AuthorDeb

Perelman is a self-taught home cook and photographer; and the creator of

SmittenKitchen.com, an award-winning blog with a focus on stepped-up home cooking through

unfussy ingredients. In previous iterations of her so-called career, she’s been a record store

shift supervisor, a scrawler of “happy birthday” on bakery cakes, an art therapist, and a

technology reporter. She likes her current gig—the one where she wakes up and cooks

whatever she feels like that day—the best. The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is her first book.

Deb lives in New York City with her husband and delicious baby son. --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.Ebook Tops Asks: Deb PerelmanQ. What's your

elevator pitch for The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook? (Or what inspired you to fill this niche?)A. My

hope is that The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is filled with your new favorite things to cook--

approachable recipes made with accessible ingredients that exceed your expectations.Q.

Which upcoming fall cookbooks are you most excited about?A. I am ridiculously excited about

Ottolenghi's new book, as I've loved everything he's made so far. I have already tried out a

couple recipes from the , and can tell it's going to be an obsession all winter. I just spied brown

butter snickerdoodles in the new book; I am pretty sure that needs to happen immediately. And

I've been cooking out of the cookbook and everything has been fresh, wholesome and

stunning.Q. What's on your nightstand? Your Kindle?A. (Tamar Adler), (Judith Jones), (David

Fromkin) and (Jon Klassen), all print. Can you guess which one my toddler left there?Q.

What’s your favorite restaurant—or the best place you’ve eaten recently?A. My husband and I

are the last people to get to The Breslin in the Ace Hotel, but it doesn't matter, we fell head

over heels and have been back three times in three months. The crispy boiled peanuts, lamb

burger, fresh, crunchy salads and their grapefruit gin-and-tonic are unforgettable.Q. What's

been your most memorable moment so far as an author (or blogger)?A. The process of

planning the book tour -- making the jump from someone who types things to strangers who

might or might not be listening via her laptop to someone who is going to show up in various

cities at specific times to hang out with these strangers -- is wild. I am not sure I've gotten my

head around it yet, but I still can't wait to get on the road.Q. What other talent would you most

like to have (not including flight or invisibility)?A. Well, I wish I could dance.Q. What are you

obsessed with now?A. I've been on a running kick, although I'm really bad at it. No really:

terrible. But strangely, that's my favorite part. Starting my day completely humbled by my

inability to run half as long or fast as these people on the other treadmills (who can probably

dance, too), well, the day only gets better from there. I'm hooked.Q. What's next for you?A. The

moon! Just kidding. I really hope to just keep doing what I'm doing -- cooking, writing, having

fun with my family and running around NYC like a tourist. My goals are less rooted in a desire

for a designer kitchen (though, you know, if you have one lying around...) and balcony

overlooking Central Park and more a hope that I'll keep having fun doing what I do, so that it

feels as un-work-like as possible.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition



edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Tres Leches Rice Puddingyield:

serves 81 cup (180 grams) long-grain white rice¾ teaspoon table salt1 large eggOne 12-ounce

can (1½ cups or 355 ml) evaporated milkOne 13.5-ounce can (17/8 cups or 415 ml)

unsweetened coconut milkOne 14-ounce can (1¼ cups or 390 grams) sweetened condensed

milk1 teaspoon vanilla extract1 cup (240 ml) heavy or whipping cream, chilled1 tablespoon

confectioners’ sugarGround cinnamon, to finishMy list of rice pudding loves is long. There’s the

Danish risalamande, with chopped almonds, whipped cream, and a sour cherry sauce, usually

served at Christmas with a prize inside—one that I never win, not that I’ve been trying for

thirteen years at my best friend’s house or anything. There’s kheer, with cardamom, cashews

or pistachios, and saffron. There’s rice pudding the way our grandmothers made it, baked for

what feels like an eternity, with milk, eggs, and sugar. And there’s arroz con leche, which is kind

of like your Kozy Shack went down to Costa Rica for a lazy weekend and came back enviously

tan, sultry, and smelling of sandy shores. As you can tell, I really like arroz con leche. But this—

a riff on one of the best variants of arroz con leche I’ve made, which, in its original incarnation

on my site, I adapted from Ingrid Hoffmann’s wonderful recipe—is my favorite, for two reasons:

First, it knows me. (That’s the funny thing about the recipes I create!) It knows how

preposterously bad I am at keeping stuff in stock in my kitchen, like milk, but that I seem

always to have an unmoved collection of canned items and grains. Second, it’s so creamy that

it’s like a pudding stirred into another pudding. The rice is cooked first in water. I prefer to start

my rice pudding recipes like this, because I’m convinced that cooking the rice first in milk takes

twice as long and doesn’t get the pudding half as creamy. Also, it gives me a use for those

cartons of white rice left over from the Chinese take- out I only occasionally (cough) succumb

to. Thenyou basically cook another pudding on top of it, with one egg and three milks—

coconut, evaporated, and sweetened condensed—and the end result will be the richest and

most luxurious rice pudding imaginable. But why stop there? For the times when the word

“Enough!” has escaped your vocabulary, I recommend topping it with a dollop of cinnamon-

dusted whipped cream, for the icing on the proverbial cake.Pancetta, White Bean, and Swiss

Chard Pot PiesOver the years, we’ve had a lot of dinner parties. I’ve made mussels and fries

and red pepper soup; I’ve made meatballs and spaghetti repeatedly; brisket and noodles were

on repeat until I got the kinks ironed out of the recipe in this chapter, and there was this one

time when I decided to make nothing but delicate flatbreads for dinner. It was a terrible idea.

Don’t do this unless you want to spend three days making doughs and mincing vegetables,

only to have everyone leave hungry. I’m pretty sure if you asked my friends what the very best

thing I’ve ever served them was, they’d still go on about chicken pot pies I made from an Ina

Garten recipe all those years ago. People, it turns out, go berserk for comfort food—especially

comfort food with a flaky pastry lid—doubly so on a rainy night. I liked them too, but the chicken

— which often ends up getting cooked twice—has always been my least favorite part. What I

do like is the buttery velouté that forms the sauce, and it was from there that I decided to make

a pot pie I’d choose over chicken, peas, and carrots any night of the week. You really have to

try this for a dinner party, especially if your guests were expecting something fancy. The crust

and stews can be made up to 24 hours in advance, and need only to be baked to come to the

table; this means that you could spend that time getting cute, or at least making pudding for

dessert. And if people are expecting the same old same old beneath the lid, this will be a good

surprise—the lid is so flaky, it’s closer to a croissant than a pie crust, and the pancetta, beans,

and greens make a perfect stew, one you’d enjoy even without a bronzed crust. But, you know,

it helps. yield: serves 4Lid2 cups (250 grams) all- purpose flour½ teaspoon table salt13

tablespoons (185 grams or 1 stick plus 5 tablespoons) unsalted butter6 tablespoons (90



grams) sour cream or whole Greek yogurt (i.e., a strained yogurt)1 tablespoon (15 ml) white

wine vinegar¼ cup (60 ml) ice water1 egg, beaten with 1 tablespoon water, for egg

wash Filling2 tablespoons (30 ml) olive oil4 ounces (115 grams or ¾ to 1 cup)¼-inch-diced

pancetta1 large or 2 small onions, finely chopped1 large carrot, finely chopped1 large stalk

celery, finely choppedPinch of red pepper flakesSalt and freshly ground black pepper2 garlic

cloves, mincedThinly sliced Swiss chard leaves from an 8-to-10-ounce ( 225-to-285-gram)

bundle (4 cups); if leaves are very wide, you can halve them lengthwise3½ tablespoons (50

grams) butter3½ tablespoons (25 grams) all- purpose flour3¼ cups (765 ml) sodium- free or

low-sodium chicken or vegetable broth2 cups white beans, cooked and drained, or from one

and a third 15.5-ounce (440-gram) cansMake LidsIn a large, wide bowl (preferably one that you

can get your hands into), combine the flour and salt. Add the butter and, using a pastry

blender, cut them up and into the flour mixture until it resembles little pebbles. Keep breaking

up the bits of butter until the texture is like uncooked couscous. In a small dish, whisk together

the sour cream, vinegar, and water, and combine it with the butter-flour mixture. Using a flexible

spatula, stir the wet and the dry together until a craggy dough forms. If needed, get your hands

into the bowl to knead it a few times into one big ball. Pat it into a flattish ball, wrap it in plastic

wrap, and chill it in the fridge for 1 hour or up to 2 days. Make FillingHeat 1 tablespoon olive oil

over medium-high heat in a large, wide saucepan, and then add the pancetta. Brown the

pancetta, turning it frequently, so that it colors and crisps on all sides; this takes about 10

minutes. Remove it with a slotted spoon, and drain it on paper towels before transferring to a

medium bowl. Leave the heat on and the renderings in the pan. Add an additional tablespoon

of olive oil if needed and heat it until it is shimmering. Add onions, carrot, celery, red pepper

flakes, and a few pinches of salt, and cook over medium heat until the vegetables are softened

and begin to take on color, about 7 to 8 minutes. Add the garlic, and cook for 1 minute more.

Add the greens and cook until wilted, about 2 to 3 minutes. Season with the additional salt and

freshly ground black pepper to taste. Transfer all of the cooked vegetables to the bowl with the

pancetta, and set aside. Make SauceWipe out the large saucepan; don’t worry if any bits

remain stuck to the bottom. Then melt the butter in the saucepan over medium-low heat. Add

the fl our, and stir with a whisk until combined. Continue cooking for 2 minutes, stirring the

whole time, until it begins to take on a little color. Whisk in the broth, one ladleful at a time,

mixing completely between additions. Once you’ve added one-third of the broth, you can begin

to add the rest more quickly, two to three ladlefuls at a time; at this point you can scrape up any

bits that were stuck to the bottom—they’ll add great flavor.Once all of the broth is added,

stirring the whole time, bring the mixture to a boil and reduce it to a simmer. Cook the sauce

until it is thickened and gravylike, about 10 minutes. Season with salt and pepper. Stir the white

beans and reserved vegetables into the sauce. Preheat your oven to 375 degrees. Assemble

and Cook Pot PiesDivide the filling between four ovenproof 2-cup bowls. (You’ll have about 1½

cups filling in each.) Set the bowls on a baking pan. Divide the dough into four pieces, and roll

it out into rounds that will cover your bowls with an overhang, or about 1 inch wider in diameter

than your bowls. Whisk the egg wash and brush it lightly around the top rim of your bowls (to

keep the lid glued on; nobody likes losing their lid!) and drape the pastry over each, pressing

gently to adhere it. Brush the lids with egg wash, then cut decorative vents in each to help

steam escape. Bake until crust is lightly bronzed and filling is bubbling, about 30 to 35

minutes. Do AheadThe dough, wrapped twice in plastic wrap and slipped into a freezer bag,

will keep for up to 2 days in the fridge, and for a couple months in the freezer. The filling can be

made up to a day in advance and stored in a covered container in the fridge. Cooking NoteFor

a vegetarian version, skip the pancetta and cook your vegetables in 2 tablespoons olive oil



instead of 1.Plum Poppy Seed MuffinsShe hasn’t said so in so many words, but I have a hunch

that my editor thinks I should explain why it took me no fewer than seven muffin recipes to stop

fussing and find the perfect one to tell you about. Are muffin recipes that hard to come up with?

No, not really. Do we perhaps just enjoy eating muffins so much that I looked for excuses to

make more? Unfortunately, not that either. Am I really so terribly indecisive? Apparently, yes,

but only in what I believed to be the quest for the greater muffin good. Okay, fine, and when I’m

choosing earrings. What finally led me here was, innocently enough, a basket of boring-looking

lemon-poppy seed muffins at a bakery one morning;they got me wondering when poppy seeds

would come untethered from lemon’s grasp. Poppy seeds are delightful on their own— faintly

nutty bordering on fruity—but they also play well with fruit that is richer in flavor and texture

than lemon. Inspired, I went home and, a short while later, finally pulled a muffin out of the

oven I’d change nothing about. Poppy seeds, plums, browned butter, brown sugar, and sour

cream form a muffin that’s rich with flavor, dense with fruit, and yet restrained enough to still

feel like breakfast food. Seven rounds and six months in, I bet somewhere my editor is

breathing a sigh of relief.yield: 12 standard muffins6 tablespoons (3 ounces or 85 grams)

unsalted butter, melted and browned and cooled, plus butter for muffin cups1 large egg, lightly

beaten¼ cup (50 grams) granulated sugar¼ cup (50 grams) packed dark or light brown

sugar¾ cup (180 grams) sour cream or a rich, full-fat plain yogurt½ cup (60 grams) whole-

wheat flour1 cup (125 grams) all- purpose flour¾ teaspoon baking powder¾ teaspoon baking

soda¼ teaspoon table saltPinch of ground cinnamonPinch of freshly grated nutmeg2

tablespoons (20 grams) poppy seeds2 cups pitted and diced plums, from about ¾ pound (340

grams) Italian prune plums (though any plum variety will do) Preheat your oven to 375 degrees.

Butter twelve muffin cups. Whisk the egg with both sugars in the bottom of a large bowl. Stir in

the melted butter, then the sour cream. In a separate bowl, mix together the flours, baking

powder, baking soda, salt, cinnamon, nutmeg, and poppy seeds, and then stir them into the

sour- cream mixture until it is just combined and still a bit lumpy. Fold in the plums. Divide

batter among prepared muffin cups. Bake for 15 to 18 minutes, until the tops are golden and a

tester inserted into the center of a muffin comes out clean. Rest muffins in the pan on a cooling

rack for 2 minutes, then remove them from the tin to cool them completely.Do AheadGenerally,

I think muffins are best on the first day, but these surprise me by being twice as moist, with

even more developed flavors, on day two. They’re just a little less crisp on top after being in an

airtight container overnight. Cooking NoteYou don’t create seven muffin recipes in a year

without learning a few things. I found that you could dial back the sugar in most recipes quite a

bit and not miss much (though, if you find that you do, a dusting of powdered sugar or a

powdered-sugar-lemon- juice glaze works well here); that a little whole-wheat flour went a long

way to keep muffins squarely in the breakfast department; that you can almost always replace

sour cream with buttermilk or yogurt, but I like sour cream best. Thick batters—batters almost

like cookie dough—keep fruit from sinking, and the best muffins have more fruit inside than

seems, well, seemly. And, finally, in almost any muffin recipe, olive oil can replace butter, but

people like you more when you use butter— and if you brown that butter first, you might have

trouble getting them to leave.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From

Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. A tiny kitchen and great eats are the winning formula for

popular New York City food blogger Deb Perelman, confessed picky and obsessive self-taught

cook of smittenkitchen.com blogging fame. In her first cookbook, awaited by an enormous fan

base, Perelman shares her undisguised love of cooking and 300 recipes that come out of her

apartment's postage stamp–size kitchen. Driven by curiosity and a desire to share her cooking

discoveries, Perelman delivers a collection of lab notes from well-tested culinary experiments



and open dialogue with blog fans whose questions Deb credits with having fine-tuned my

cooking by forcing me to question everything. What makes the best roast chicken? How can

you make gnocchi light as pillows? She approaches each cooking challenge with aplomb,

breaking the mold while inspiring readers to work with whatever challenges a tiny kitchen,

limited budget, equipment, or untried recipes present. What better way to convince a friend of

the virtues of popcorn than by combining it with a buttery brown sugar cookie? Perelman's love

of strawberry shortcake inspires a biscuit-as-cradle for juicy tomatoes topped with whipped

goat cheese. Included are a great number of vegetarian recipes. This fearless home cook's

humorous anecdotes and delectable photos make for a food blog–gone–book that translates

beautifully into any kitchen and fulfills Perelman's promise to help cooks prepare food that both

she and you will love. Photos. Agent: Alison Fargis. (Oct.) --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From Booklist*Starred Review* Wildly popular food blogger and self-

proclaimed obsessive self-taught cook and photographer Perelman’s exhaustive research in

her tiny NYC kitchen yields some—lucky for us!—spectacular results in beautiful full color. The

chatty warmth of her voice in the friendly, blog-like entry that accompanies each recipe is

matched only by her warming food: hearty veggie main dishes relying on seasonal ingredients

(e.g., spaghetti-squash and black-bean tacos), carnivorous delights belying her former

vegetarianism (e.g., pistachio masala lamb chops), and, testing one’s ability to sit through even

the most delicious meals, some impressive desserts (e.g., peach dumplings with bourbon hard

sauce). Perelman does her part to keep readers from ever resorting to—that dirty word—a mix

and even includes an exceedingly approachable brioche in the form of a chocolate-chip pretzel.

With an efficient approach to gourmandise and a giddily iconoclastic take on traditional

recipes, such as replacing beef with mushrooms in a facile bourguignon and making a classic

lemon cake with grapefruit instead, Perelman only includes the fussier versions of ingredients

or techniques when she’s proven that they will make the end results that much better. --Annie

Bostrom --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The Anti-Inflammatory VitaminHow To Stop Chronic Inflammation By Regulating Your Level Of

Vitamin DbyKathy AquinoAlso by Kathy AquinoNatural Body CareEssential OilsDISCLAIMER:

I've done my best to research the topics in this book and to present accurate, up-to-date

information. However, you should always do your own research and consult with a medical

professional before making any decisions regarding your health. I shall not be liable for any

damages or injury that might result from any information provided in this book.Table of

contentsMy story with vitamin D and inflammationWhat is chronic inflammation and why should

you care?Are you suffering from chronic inflammation?Clearing up 3 big misconceptions about

vitamin DThe powerful role of vitamin D in fighting inflammationAre you deficient in vitamin D?

How much vitamin D do you actually need?How to get vitamin D naturallyHow to get vitamin D

through supplementsDo you finally have sufficient levels of vitamin D?Can you get too much

vitamin D?Vitamin D cofactorsOther tips for reducing inflammationAdditional resourcesTwo

final requests from meYour free giftAs a way of saying thanks for your purchase of this book, I

want to give you a free present, my eBook Anti-Inflammatory Herbs And Spices.Certain herbs

and spices have been found to be more effective than some pharmaceutical drugs in reducing

inflammation. This eBook introduces you to these natural anti-inflammatories, and walks you

through using them safely and effectively as a part of your anti-inflammation strategy..1. My

story with vitamin D and inflammationMy story with vitamin D and inflammation starts with my

quest to improve my sleep.I had been a chronically bad sleeper for a long time, sleeping lightly

and waking up often during the night. Over the last year or two, the situation seemed to be

getting progressively worse. Not only was I sleepy all day and easily fatigued, but I also started

getting a range of other health issues such as memory problems and joint pains.The

suggestion to try vitamin D to fix sleep came to me from a talk given by Dr. Stasha Gominak, a

neurologist who had become interested in fixing her patients’ problems through improving their

sleep, and who had become convinced that poor sleep was due to vitamin D deficiency. I found

it convincing enough to try, and I started a regimen of taking vitamin D and getting my blood

levels tested.It worked like a charm. I had tried lots of things before to improve my sleep, but

nothing had worked. This time, several weeks after I started supplementing with vitamin D, I

started sleeping sounder and better for the first time since I can remember. My fatigue and

sleepiness melted away, and I felt just great. There is no doubt in my mind that this was a real

effect, and not placebo.As my sleep improved, so did the rest of my health. It was several

months later that I also noticed that I was recovering better from exercise, that my joints didn't

hurt chronically as before, and that I felt generally healthier.I initially ascribed this all to the

improved sleep, and I still believe that this was a big part of the change in my health. But the

more that I read about vitamin D, the more I realized that there might be something else at play

also. I had considered before that I might have a problem with chronic inflammation–it’s a

popular health catchword these days–but I had never really taken the time to investigate this

seriously.Let me just get right to it. The premise of this book is that vitamin D is a crucial part of

the way our body normally prevents inflammation from getting out of hand. There is evidence

that vitamin D does this directly, as well as through some indirect ways, and I will talk about

both of these later. Since so many people in modern societies are severely deficient in vitamin

D, this is a big contributing factor to chronic inflammation, as well as to the diseases that result

from chronic inflammation.Scientists have proposed different causes for chronic inflammation,

from diet to stress to lack of exercise, among others. As you will find out throughout this book,

chronic inflammation is actually a very complex problem, with many possible causes and



contributing factors.The thing is, like many people, I was trying to lead a healthy life and avoid

these kinds of negative things for a long time. Still, my health wasn’t really good, and I believe

that I was suffering from chronic inflammation. It was not until I regulated my vitamin D levels

that things started to feel right.Vitamin D has a myriad roles in our bodies, something that

scientists are just beginning to work out. Many of these roles are complementary. For example,

sleep influences inflammation, and inflammation influences sleep. Vitamin D effects both in

positive ways, and it probably has other complex benefits for our bodies that we will only find

out about in the coming years.I believe that vitamin D deficiency is a crucial missing part in

discussions of chronic inflammation. This is something that many medical professionals are

slow to acknowledge, but fortunately, it’s something that you can get informed about and deal

with yourself.And that’s what this book is all about. Let’s get going.2. What is chronic

inflammation and why should you care?It’s become very popular to throw around the term

“inflammation” and to use it as a simple explanation for various health problems. I have to admit

that when I started researching this book, I had little actual idea of what inflammation is. After a

lot of reading, I can tell you that the relationship of inflammation to our health and to disease is

not at all simple or one-sided.But anyhow, what is inflammation?Everyone has had some

personal experience here. A sore throat, aching joints, or a sunburn are all common examples.

For a long time, people thought of inflammation as part of the disease or injury itself. Even

today, this makes sense intuitively. Inflammation comes and goes with other disease

symptoms, and it's painful or even debilitating.However, it's been a while since doctors realized

that inflammation is not the disease, but that it is instead the body's response to the disease. In

fact, your body will have the same inflammatory response regardless of the kind of injury or

infection you get. If you bruise your knee or you scrape your shin, if you get infected with

viruses or bacteria, or if you are exposed to toxins or allergens, your body will react with an

inflammation somewhere to take care of the problem.Inflammation is an incredibly complex

process, involving different systems of the body, dozens of different cell types, and possibly

hundreds of different chemicals that these cells use for communicating and coordinating with

each other. The combined work of all these small parts gives rise to the visible symptoms of

inflammation: pain; swelling; redness; heat; and a loss of function.Even though the true nature

of inflammation has been known for hundreds of years, it still runs counter to our intuition. For

example, there was a study recently that confirmed that inflammation actually helps you

recover from exercise. Why was this study necessary? Well, athletes and sports doctors all

over the world routinely try to minimize exercise-caused inflammation, not only because it is

painful, but because we think that it is a problem in itself.In reality, the uncomfortable and

painful symptoms of inflammation are all there for a reason.Redness and heat are due to

increased blood flow to the area, which is necessary to bring sufficient immune cells and repair

substances there. The swelling occurs as these cells and substances leave the blood and enter

the inflamed connective tissue. The pain and the loss of function keep you from injuring or

infecting yourself further, and allow the body to focus on repair and healing.The term

"inflammation" has become very loaded with negative connotations these days. Instead of

inflammation, you might call this process "the body's attempt to protect and heal itself." When

you put it this way, it becomes clear that inflammation is not something you want to eliminate or

suppress completely.It also becomes clear that some of the statements about inflammation

that are circulating around the Internet, like "without inflammation, we wouldn't really have

disease," are nonsense. Without inflammation, disease would still exist, it would just run a

different course. Rather than pain and swelling, you wouldn't notice anything for a while, until

you started getting much more severe problems as microbes or toxins started to take over



entire organs or your whole body.The point of all this is that inflammation, though it can feel like

a huge bother at the time, is actually a beneficial process.Well, except at those times when it is

not. You see, like every other beneficial, complex, and wonderful thing in the body,

inflammation can go wrong.The problem is that it is possible to have an overactive

inflammatory response. One way that inflammation goes bad is when it flares up even when it

really shouldn't. It's also possible that inflammation lingers too long, and doesn't get resolved

properly.Why is this kind of inflammation a problem?Well, if you are getting painful or

debilitating inflammatory flareups that are not warranted by anything, this is problem enough

for you. But the situation can be even more complicated and troubling.In fact, many people who

have an overactive inflammatory response don't even realize it, because the bad kind of

inflammation doesn't necessarily cause visible flareups. Instead, these people have what is

known as chronic or low-grade inflammation, a kind of state where the majority of your body is

experiencing light but constant inflammation. In these cases, inflammation is no longer the

response to the disease, but rather, it is the cause of the disease, or a factor for making the

disease worse.Which diseases and conditions are caused or made worse by chronic

inflammation? The list is pretty long. It includes asthma, atherosclerosis, multiple sclerosis,

Alzheimer’s disease, Crohn's disease, and psoriasis, just to name a few. In addition, chronic

inflammation is believed to cause or influence conditions such as obesity, depression, hormone

imbalances, and poor sleep.
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M. Melvin, “Great Book. Hits all the key elements.. I've read several lengthy books on Vitamin

D3, K2, Magnesium, and Melatonin and have the same conclusions as did the author. What's

great about this book is that it cuts through all the superficial details of how the discoveries

were made, the metabolic interactions, and the research details and cuts right to the

essentials. No muss, no fuss, and no wasted words. Anyone wanting the backstory on the

author's conclusions is directed to resources and is free to read the hundreds of pages that

other folks take to reach the same conclusion. Bravo!”

Avid Reader, “The Anti-Inflammatory Vitamin:. This was an interesting read. There were a lot

of points I found interesting. I don't know enough to jusge the accuracy of all the statements.

Yet I am glad I read it and will put information to use.”

Daisy S, “This book is loaded with helpful information. Excellent book!. After reading this book

about inflammation and how vitamin D helps, I was truly amazed! First of all the author has

throughly researched both inflammation and Vitamin D thoughly. She give the symptoms of

inflammation, how to obtain blood tests to check levels of inflammation and more! Then she

lists how tohelp this with Vitamin D....which she explains is not really a vitamin but a

hormone.This book shows benefits ofrom Vitamin D in many ways.There is also good

information on Magnesium, Vitamin A, and Vitamin K2.I especially liked section 13 that gives

added tips regarding diet, supplements and exercises.And also the section on additional

resources which gives helpful websites and extra reading material.This book has a host of

excellent information, in my opinion, it is well worth the purchase.”

Squink Mom, “straight forward information. This book provides a nice overview to a complex

subject. She does a good job giving relevant information and avoids getting off track with too

many minuscule details. I appreciate that her recommendations are based on personal

experience and gives examples of how she implements supplements into her daily life.

Recommend to anyone who wants to get down to the basic facts and avoid wordy text book

style teaching.”

Lennart Olav Jerdal, “Best book about vitamin D. This is an excellent book about vitamin D that

give you an overall overview about the subject. The book is well written and it has a deep

scientific foundation. If you are going to read only one book about vitamin D, this is the book

you should read.”

Sandy Mooney, “Good information. Clear information on what values you need for your vitamin

D3 to do it’s job. I was surprised Vitamin D is a hormone. I believe in the value of Vitamin D

and will be taking many of the suggestions to heart.”

Chris Brumbaugh, “Five Stars. Great reference”

Peter A Nikkel, “Good read. Very helpful with later studies listed especially with carts. Would

recommend to the elderly  Looking forward to any additional books.”

The book by Kathy Aquino has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 93 people have provided feedback.
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